camera cube

**modular camera carry + organization**

Peak Design Camera Cubes provide robust protection and versatile organization for any photo, video, or drone needs. Get instant access to your gear when mounted in a compatible Peak Design bag.

**features**
- can accommodate most gripped DSLR’s
- dual side doors for on-body side access
- high density foam
- weatherproof nylon canvas
- Cube Clip connection points for Peak Design Travel Bag compatibility
- grab handles
- attachment points for Peak Design Anchors & Straps (sold separately)

**organization**
- Large Cube example load-outs
  - 2 mirrorless bodies, 1 telephoto lens, 8 more lenses + filters & batteries
  - full-frame DSLR, 1 super telephoto lens, 3 more lenses + battery grip

**Cube Clips**
- mount Camera Cubes to compatible Peak Design bags for seamless integration
- side access
dual side doors for on-body access with compatible Peak Design bags

**Peak Design Camera Cubes**
- are designed to fit perfectly in Peak Design Travel Bags
- This Large Camera Cube takes up 3 units of space

**Camera Cubes**
- are available in multiple sizes
  - Small
  - Medium
  - Large

**Camera Cube system**
- peak design
- designed in San Francisco, made in Vietnam
- pkdsn.com/cameracube

**camera organizer**
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